Strong inbreeding depression and individually variable mating system in the narrow endemic *Erodium cazorlanum* (Geraniaceae)
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Abstract


Angiosperms evolved different systems to attract effective pollinators while reducing selfing in hermaphroditic flowers. Selfing ability can be advantageous when pollinators and/or mates are scarce, although inbreeding depression may largely reduce those advantages. Recent comparative analyses suggested endemic species tend to evolve self-compatibility but a better understanding of the associated reproductive and genetic trade-offs is required. Experimental hand-pollinations under greenhouse conditions were conducted to investigate the selfing ability and estimate inbreeding depression up to the offspring’ first reproductive event in *Erodium cazorlanum*, a narrow endemic species restricted to dolomite outcrops in SE Spanish mountains. We found autonomous selfing ineffective. Further, when experimentally applied, pollen of the same flower produced significantly fewer fruits and seeds compared to geitonogamous and cross pollinations. The number of seeds per fruit was significantly higher after cross pollinations and strong inbreeding depression accumulated through the life-cycle. Interestingly, individual plants exhibited broad variation in selfing ability with six out of 14 individuals producing no seed after geitonogamy. Understanding the consequences of individual variation in self compatibility deserves further investigation in the field now that we know that strong inbreeding depression may limit recruitment of selfed progeny.
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INTRODUCTION

The hermaphrodite flowers, characteristic of many Angiosperms, facilitate the deposition and collection of pollen by pollinators in just one visit but they also open the possibility that self pollination eventually reduce the benefits of outcrossing. Understanding how the compromise between genetic and reproductive costs and benefits of selling may have triggered diversity of plant reproductive strategies and likely species diversification in Angiosperms remains as one of the hot topics in plant evolutionary biology (de Jong & Klinkhamer, 2005; Barrett, 2008 and references therein; Goldberg & al., 2010). Research on plant mating system of hermaphroditic species during the last two decades has revealed that intermediate mixed mating systems prevail among animal pollinated species (reviewed in Goodwillie & al., 2005), and intraspecific variation in realized mating system can be substantial depending on reproductive traits and ecological conditions (see e.g. Barrett, 2003; Barrett & al., 2004) making it more a population trait than a species attribute, at least in some cases. In addition, species with well-characterized self-incompatibility (SI) systems such as those found in the Brassicaceae and Solanaceae present some ability to set seeds with self pollen in some populations (Good-Avila & al., 2008, and references therein). In these pseudo self compatible (PSC) species SI operates as a quantitative, rather than a qualitative, trait due to the segregation of unlinked genes that modify the strength of SI (Good-Avila & al., 2008). Whether such intermediate strategies are widespread, artefactual or evolutionary labile is under debate (see Raduški & al., 2012 and references therein). In some cases, PSC could be an evolutionary stage in...
the path towards self-compatibility (Allen & Hiscock, 2008) particularly favored when mates are limiting (Busch & Schoen, 2008), for instance in small populations of endemic species (e.g., Byers, 1995).

Recent comparative analyses suggested that endemic species tend to evolve self-compatibility (SC) systems (Alonso & al., 2010) but PSC was not considered as a possible stage. Interestingly, PSC has been found in several endemic species (e.g., Byers, 1995; Bush, 2005; Glemmin & al., 2005; Ortiz & al., 2006; Nielsen & al., 2007; Weber & Goodwillie, 2009; Crawford & al., 2010; Narbona & al., 2011) suggesting that endemics could be good species candidates for studying ongoing evolutionary changes in mating system. Endemic species frequently experience high pollen limitation in the characteristically diverse communities where they occur (Vamosi & al., 2006; Alonso & al., 2010). Evolution of SC when mating possibilities are limiting may be particularly beneficial because autonomous sellers are expected to benefit from reproductive assurance (Kalisz & Vogler, 2003), and those selfing species that require some pollination vector may still alleviate pollen limitation (e.g., Weber & Goodwillie, 2009). Detailed experimental studies to ascertain the potential mating system of endemic species could be thus essential for conservation purposes in some cases (e.g., Demauro, 1993) but also informative to unravel evolutionary changes in mating system (see e.g. Carrió & al., 2009; Narbona & al., 2011).

Inbreeding depression is the main genetic cost of selfing with consequences for plant fitness and population viability. The magnitude of inbreeding depression is frequently environment-dependent and prevalent under stress (reviewed in Cheptou & Donohue, 2011). Its effects can be delayed until stages of plant reproduction subsequent to the production of seeds, particularly in perennials (e.g., Barrett, 2003; Medrano & al., 2005; Angeloni & al., 2011). Importantly, the magnitude of inbreeding depression can be reduced in the prezygotic phase with increased pollen competition in the stigma purging genetic load of self pollen, improving fitness of selfed progeny and consequently reducing the costs of inbreeding (Armbuster & Rogers, 2004; Lankinen & Armbuster, 2007). Thus, determining the effects of timing and load of self pollen deposited on the stigma will be critical aspects to understand mating system and its reproductive consequences (Lankinen & Madjdian, 2011).

In this study, we tested for spontaneous selfing ability, individual variability in relative success of self and cross pollinations and inbreeding depression at successive reproductive phases in *Erodium cazorlanum*, a spring flowering species endemic to SE Spanish dolomitic soils, categorized as vulnerable by UICN (Blanca & al., 2009). Preliminary evidence indicating reduced floral visitation rates and reproductive success in some populations (Alonso & al., 2004) prompted the study of mating system and inbreeding depression as potential constraints for the species persistence. Greenhouse experiments allowing efficient exclusion of pollinators, reduction of environmental heterogeneity, enlarged floral sample sizes, and detailed floral manipulations become particularly valuable when practical, ethical and legal restrictions apply to rare species with remote populations and/or fragile habitats, despite there is not a neat conclusion regarding the expected differences in magnitude of inbreeding depression obtained under natural and greenhouse conditions (Mena-Ali & al., 2008; Angeloni & al., 2011). Experimental hand-pollinations under homogenous greenhouse conditions were conducted to examine the effects of both pollen quantity and origin by varying pollen-load size of self pollen, the identity of cross pollen donors, and the use of one or two pollen donors per flower. Treatment outcomes were evaluated from seed production up to the offspring’s first reproductive event. The following questions were explicitly addressed: Does autonomous selfing occur in *E. cazorlanum*? Are autogamous, geitonogamous and cross pollinations equally successful in terms of seed production and further offspring developmental stages? Does pollen load size or between sires competition affect pollination success? Do individual plants vary in the relative success of self and cross pollinations?

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

**Study species**

*Erodium cazorlanum* Heywood (Geraniaceae) is a woody rosulate chamaephyte, octoploid and endemic to a few adjacent mountain ranges in southeastern Spain (Blanca & al., 2009). Currently, it is mainly restricted to isolated dolomitic outcrops within the Natural Park of Sierras de Cazorla, Segura y Las Villas (Jaén province) where ca. 15 discrete, widely spaced populations are currently known. Flowers are hermaphrodite, pentamers, last for 2-3 days, and are markedly protandrous. During floral development anthers draw back before stigma becomes receptive the following day, keeping them far away from stigmatic lobes, occasionally becoming detached from the filament and falling down, and, thus, functionally reducing the possibility of autonomous selfing (Fig. 1). Each anther produces 150-680 red pollen grains (N = 10 anthers each one from a different individual). During both male and female phases flowers produce small amounts of nectar in the base of each petal.

On average, individual plants produce 23 flowers per season (range 1-60 flowers; N = 30 plants). Flowers are clumped in pedunculate inflorescences steadily produced along the flowering season. Usually ≤ 5 flowers are open per individual at a given date, frequently exhibiting asynchronous dichogamy (Fig. 1; C.A. unpubl. data). Flowering season starts early in the spring extending from late April to mid June, although a second flowering peak can occur in early autumn, and plants under greenhouse conditions remain flowering until the end of September. Fruits are schizocarps, each comprising five one-seeded mericarps.

The study was conducted on 14 adult *E. cazorlanum* potted plants provided by the Torre del Vinagre Botanical Garden in the Natural Park of Sierras de Cazorla, Segura y Las Villas, grown there from bulk seeds collected from a single population (Puerto del Tejo).

**Greenhouse experimental pollinations**

During 2005, plants were kept under greenhouse conditions, watered daily and excluded from eventual pollinators with fine nylon tulle from the onset of flowering to midsummer when fruits were collected. Pollen was applied by cutting...
ment. Those changes functionally reduce the possibility of autonomous
thers fall down, note that only one anther remains attached to the fila-
lobes open in a star like shape, the stamens draw back and eventually an-
pollen. After, during female phase (left flower) the five receptive stigmatic
inflorescence illustrating the morphological changes associated to floral
ontogeny and protandry. Initially, during male phase (right flower) stig-
matic lobes are closed, stamens are straight and anthers dehisce to offer
pollen competition on the probability of setting fruit, the num-
ber of selfed seeds per ovule divided by the number of out-
pollination compared to outcross pollination. Also, the num-
ity (ISI) as the ratio of fruit set following geitonogamous self
ination outcome were also explored. In addition, we calculated
the diallel analyses (see below). The effects of treatment were
evaluated using the following planned contrasts: within-flower
autogamous vs. within-plant geitonogamous selfing (with two
levels); low vs. high quantity of within-plant selfing; one sire vs.
two sires cross pollination; and within-plant geitonogamy
(with two levels) vs. cross pollination (with two levels). Fruit set
(proportion of treated flowers that eventually produced a fruit)
and seed set per fruit (number of seeds out of five produced
per fruit) were modeled as binomial processes using logits,
seed mass was averaged per fruit and modeled with a normal
distribution. The relationships between seed mass and the
number of seeds per fruit and between seed mass and germi-
nation outcome were also explored. In addition, we calculated
for each mother plant a continuous index of self-incompatibili-
ity (ISI) as the ratio of fruit set following geitonogamous self
pollination compared to outcross pollination. Also, the num-
ber of selfed seeds per ovule divided by the number of out-
crossed seeds per ovule was calculated for every mother plant,
with values < 0.2 being considered as evidence of self-incom-
patibility (Zapata & Arroyo, 1978) and its relationship with the
total number of flowers produced per plant analyzed.

Differences in successive fitness components were estimated by assessing the treatments effect on seed germination and seedling survival till flowering, both modeled as binomial processes, including the original pollination treatment (self vs. cross) as a fixed effect whereas mother-plant effects were modeled as random because largely unbalanced sample sizes. Finally, differences in flower production by first-generation individuals were analyzed with pollination treatment provenance (self vs. cross) included as a fixed effect, mother-plant as random effect and the response variable modeled as negative binomial to improve model fit.

For the subset of eight plants involved in the diallel crossing scheme, siring differences between individuals were tested by introducing the identity of the single donor cross pollinations as a fixed effect modeling all other items as explained above.

RESULTS

Selfing autonomy and relative success of autogamous and geitonogamous hand-pollinations

Autonomous selfing was exceptional or accidental under greenhouse conditions and did not occur in all experimental plants. In total, 42 spontaneous fruits were developed out of > 3000 unmanipulated flowers checked, and from those only four included a single full grown seed that did not germinate. Accounting for the effects of individual variation (see below), within-flower hand-pollinations were on average less successful than geitonogamous hand-pollinations (Fig. 2A) and the probabilities of setting fruit under the two types of selfing treatments differed significantly ($F_{1,268} = 11.21, P = 0.0009$). Seed-set per fruit was in contrast similar between the within-flower and 32.5% in within-plant treatments, respectively. The average number of seeds per fruit in selfed fruits as a group rose up to 1.64 after discarding fruits without seeds and still seed set per fruit was similar between the within-flower and within-plant selfing treatments ($F_{1,150} = 0.001, P = 0.96$). Altogether, only 2.1% of the treated ovules set seeds after within-flower hand pollinations and 7.2% after within-plant hand pollinations ($F_{1,130} = 12.21, P = 0.0005$).

Early inbreeding depression: reproductive output after geitonogamy and outcrossing

The quantity of self pollen applied did not affect either fruit set ($F_{1,230} = 0.36, P = 0.55$; Fig. 2A) or seed set per fruit ($F_{1,231} = 0.09, P = 0.80$; Fig. 2B). We neither found differences between one and two sires cross treatments in terms of fruit set ($F_{1,230} = 0.23, P = 0.63$; Fig. 2A) and seed set probabilities ($F_{1,231} = 0.02, P = 0.90$; Fig. 2B), suggesting that pollen competition between individuals at the doses assayed did not quantitatively affect seed output.

Probability of setting a fruit with pollen from a different flower of either the same or another individual was similar and relatively low for hand-pollinations under greenhouse conditions (Table 1). The number of seeds per fruit was significantly higher after cross than self pollinations (Table 1).

Discarding the fruits without full-grown seeds (32.5% and 25.9% of selfed and crossed fruits, respectively) the number of seeds per fruit remained higher after cross hand pollinations ($F_{1,160} = 3.72, P = 0.056$). These results indicate that in E. cazorlanum inbreeding depression would primarily affect reproductive output throughout deleterious effects on the number of seeds per fruit. When both parameters were combined to estimate the proportion of treated ovules that eventually produce a seed after different pollination treatments we found that cross pollinations were significantly more successful (Table 1).

Individual variation in success of hand-pollinations and self-compatibility index

Differences among individuals in fruit set were highly statistically significant controlling for among-treatment differences ($F_{1,265} = 5.97, P < 0.0001$). Different study plants set
ovules and was unrelated to their maternal ability to produce seeds of the attempted treatments in the proportion of seeds per ovule produced (13.5 % ± 1.7).

A higher fruit-set after selfing (73.9 % ± 7.0) was observed, discarding the six self-incompatible mothers we found. No significant correlation was found across plants between individual features were highly influential for reproductive output after hand-pollinations under greenhouse conditions. The individual ISI was neither significantly correlated to individual variation in self compatibility (Fig. 3B). Six individuals in seed set per fruit were also highly statistically significant in determining seed mass (13.9 % ± 13.4 % for within-flower pollinations; 13.5 % ± 2.7; $F_{1,1109} = 2.64, P = 0.019$) that led to absence of differences between the proportion of seeds per ovule produced (13.5 % ± 1.7; 13.9 % ± 2.7; $F_{1,1109} = 0.02, P = 0.067$) and, thus, absence of inbreeding depression in terms of seed output of self-compatible mothers.

The diallel design revealed significant differences between individuals in their seed stamens success ($F_{1,1109} = 2.64, P = 0.019$) that ranged between 9 and 34 % seeds of the attempted ovules and was unrelated to their maternal ability to produce seeds after cross pollinations ($\hat{r} = -0.024, N = 8, P = 0.99$; for the diallel design). We did not find evidence of reciprocal incompatibilities among the eight individuals assayed.

Late inbreeding depression: seed mass, germination, seedling survival and next-generation reproduction

Seeds that germinated were only marginally heavier than those that failed to do it under greenhouse conditions (5.19 ± 0.18 mg vs. 4.89 ± 0.13 mg, respectively; $F_{1,207} = 3.38, P = 0.068$). Once more, differences among mother plants were highly statistically significant in determining seed mass ($F_{1,1109} = 11.88, P <0.0001$). However, in the diallel design sires were not found to differ in the average mass of sired seeds ($F_{1,13} = 0.45, P = 0.85$).

As regards the effects of pollination treatments on per fruit averaged seed mass, we found that seed mass was similar between the two within-plant self pollination treatments (4.08 ± 0.30 mg vs. 4.35 ± 0.27 mg for low and high quantity of self pollen, respectively; $F_{1,1109} = 0.53, P = 0.47$) and also between the one and two sires cross treatments (5.02 ± 0.15 mg vs. 5.17 ± 0.15 mg, respectively; $F_{1,1109} = 0.92, P = 0.34$). In contrast, seeds were significantly heavier after cross than within-plant self pollinations (Table 1) suggesting that inbreeding depression affects seed provisioning in E. cazorlanum. Curiously, seeds produced by within-flower pollinations were slightly but non-significantly heavier than those obtained by within-plant pollinations (4.96 ± 0.42 mg vs. 4.22 ± 0.23 mg; $F_{1,1109} = 2.81, P = 0.096$).

Germination rates were globally low. Seeds obtained from cross pollinations were marginally more successful than those obtained from within-plant self pollinations (Table 1), whereas as percentage of germination was similar between selfing treatments (13.9 ± 13.4 % for within-flower pollinations; $F_{1,1109} = 0.04, P = 0.85$). None of the seedlings originated from within-flower pollinations survived till flowering. Survival rates were higher for crossed than selfed seedlings although such differences were not statistically significant after accounting for random among-plant variation effect (Table 1). Inbreeding depression coefficient from germination till flowering stage was 0.70. Furthermore, floral production was significantly higher in crossed than in selfed seedlings (Table 1). Finally, after flowering only 17 out of 40 individuals survived, survival
rates were again higher for crossed than selfed individuals, although such differences were not statistically significant after accounting for random among-plant variation effect (Table 1).

To sum up, inbreeding depression was cumulatively strong in *E. cazorlanum* under greenhouse conditions. Self pollen was unable to produce seeds in some individuals and also cross pollinations resulted in a higher number of seeds per fruit. Further, we found a qualitative effect on seed provisioning and germination ability, seedling survival till the first reproductive event, first generation floral display size and further survival. Altogether only one of the survivors after the first flowering event was originated from the 750 self pollinated ovules whereas 16 came from the 1105 ovules treated with cross pollen from a single donor.

**DISCUSSION**

Inbreeding depression is a strong evolutionary force able to modulate changes in Angiosperms mating system to effectively attract pollinators while reduce selfing (Barrett, 2003). In the following paragraphs we discuss the implications that high inbreeding depression may have in the evolution of mating system and population persistence of a non-autonomous habitat specialist endemic species.

**Pollen vector requirement and individual variation in experimental self compatibility**

In this study, we found that unpollinated flowers of *E. cazorlanum* may occasionally start swelling the fruit but very rarely produce some seeds. Marked protandry and changes in the relative location of anthers and stigma promoting herkogamy during floral ontogeny combined to highly limit the ability for autonomous selfing in *E. cazorlanum*. Nonetheless, the species was able to produce seeds when pollen from the same flower was experimentally applied onto the stigma, although this treatment was qualitatively less successful than within plant geitonogamous pollinations supporting an adaptive value of avoiding autonomous selfing (Fig. 1). The reduced ability of the pollen of the same flower to produce fruits and seeds might be partially related to a decrease of pollen fertilization ability with aging associated to delayed female phase within the flower (Dafni & Firmage, 2000), that was not fully overcome by our experimental procedure. The potential advantage of stamens movement for increasing pollen export during the male phase should be tested under natural pollination regime (see e.g. Sun & al., 2011 for flexibility).

As regards selfing after geitonogamy, the amount of pollen applied did not quantitatively affect reproductive output, suggesting that both treatments exceeded the pollen load threshold for quantity limitation of seed production (Aizen & Harder, 2007; Alonso & al., 2012). Similarly, increased pollen load size aiming to enhance pollen competition associated to delayed female phase within the flower (Dafni & Firmage, 2000), that was not fully overcome by our experimental procedure. The potential advantage of stamens movement for increasing pollen export during the male phase should be tested under a natural pollination regime (see e.g. Sun & al., 2011 for flexibility).

As regards selfing after geitonogamy, the amount of pollen applied did not quantitatively affect reproductive output, suggesting that both treatments exceeded the pollen load threshold for quantity limitation of seed production (Aizen & Harder, 2007; Alonso & al., 2012). Similarly, increased pollen load size aiming to enhance pollen competition associated to delayed female phase within the flower (Dafni & Firmage, 2000), that was not fully overcome by our experimental procedure. The potential advantage of stamens movement for increasing pollen export during the male phase should be tested under natural pollination regime (see e.g. Sun & al., 2011 for flexibility).

An unanticipated result of this greenhouse study was that individual plants exhibited broad variation in selfing ability between the amount of pollen receipt could appear at lower doses as those expected to received from insect pollinators, later reproductive stages or under natural conditions (see e.g., Kalla & Ashman, 2002). In addition, we found that many fruits did not fully develop any seed, a feature in common with other *Erodium* (Albert & al., 2001) and *Geranium* species (Hessing, 1989). Consequently, success in setting seeds was remarkably lower than for setting fruits (≤ 1% vs. > 43% for seed and fruit set respectively), an aspect to consider when comparing fruit set values (see also Raduski & al., 2012), and also relatively low for experimental hand pollinations in potted plants. Geitonogamous self pollinations were found to be quantitatively less successful than cross pollinations in terms of seeds per fruit and seed set, although the relative success of both treatments (ISI = 0.59) would still classify *E. cazorlanum* as a SC species according to the widely accepted criterion of ISI ≥ 0.2 (Igic & al., 2008; Raduski & al., 2012).

An unanticipated result of this greenhouse study was that individual plants exhibited broad variation in selfing ability.
(Fig. 2), an aspect that has been rarely reported in the literature but seems to be not such an uncommon phenomenon (see Raduski & al., 2012). Six out of 14 individuals produced no seed after experimental geitonogamy, and one exhibited much higher success after self than cross pollinations. Whether this fact would be adaptive or not is controversial because in non autonomous SC species mating system will largely depend on pollinators behavior and, thus, could be non adaptive (Kalisz & Vogler, 2003). However, maternal differences in self compatibility with a genetic basis could be under natural selection (Levin, 1996; Good-Avila & Stephenson, 2003). There are SI species in Geraniaceae (de Nettancourt, 1997), even individual variation in self compatibility has been reported in the family (Hessing, 1989, and references therein), but we are not aware of any study describing the genetic basis underlying such phenomenon. Further, based on floral design it has been suggested that different mating strategies exist in Erodium sp. with E. cazorlanum having recently evolved within the most variable clade (Alarcon & al., 2011). Noteworthy, ploidy levels are variable within the Erodium genus, with some species closely related to E. cazorlanum being variable at the intraspecific level (Alarcon & al., 2011). Complex relationships exist between polyplody, mating system and inbreeding depression that would be worth to empirically assess within variable lineages and species to further clarify the evolutionary processes linking to each other (Barringer, 2007).

As regards reproductive success, this greenhouse study revealed that individual seed production can be affected by the relative amount of self and cross pollen deposited on the stigmas by pollinators, making E. cazorlanum a species susceptible of being qualitatively pollen limited (Aizen & Harder, 2007; Alonso & al., 2010). Under natural conditions usually not more than five flowers per plant are open simultaneously and, thus, we expect a mixed mating system largely dependent on flower production, synchrony among flowers and pollinators abundance and behavior (e.g. Albert & al., 2008; Karron & al., 2009). Thus, consequences of individual variation in SC in E. cazorlanum deserve further study in natural populations. In this context, it is important to recall that both resources and pollen can limit plant reproduction (Burd, 2008). In the field, E. cazorlanum individual plants produce a number of flowers that ranges from 1 to 60 depending on plant size and season whereas individuals in the greenhouse were able to extend their flowering season and produce more than 400 flowers. Such dramatic differences suggest that plant reproduction is likely to be limited by the harsh environmental conditions typical of dolomite soils (Mota & al., 2008) and unpredictable spring precipitation of Western Mediterranean mountains (Romero & al., 1998; Romero & al., 1999). Thus, the relative role of resource and pollen limitation of seed production should be further examined in the field (e.g., Asikainen & Mutikainen, 2005).

Inbreeding depression and evolution of mating system in a narrowly distributed species

Although a recent meta-analysis link the magnitude of inbreeding depression more to plant population size than to species specific traits (Angeloni & al., 2011), previous studies suggested that species that typically outcross tend to have greater inbreeding depression than species that typically self (Husband & Schemske, 1996), and that inbreeding depression is usually greater when measured under field than under greenhouse (benign) conditions (Mena-Ali & al., 2008 and references therein; but see Angeloni & al., 2011). The magnitude of inbreeding depression also varied among different life-cycle stages (Angeloni & al., 2011). For E. cazorlanum, we found that the quality of crossed seeds was consistently higher in terms of mass, germination, survival and flower production (Table 1) indicating a strong inbreeding depression even under the relatively benign greenhouse conditions, with a cumulative coefficient encompassing the whole life cycle from seed production to offspring survival after the first reproductive event $\beta = 0.78$. This figure is at the higher boundary even for SI species (Husband & Schemske, 1996), thus, suggesting a long prior history of reduced selfing. Such strong inbreeding depression will condition individual fitness, and population demography would be indeed much largely affected by pollen quality issues associated to pollinators behavior than expected from the seed output difference observed between experimental self and cross pollinations (see also Herrera, 2000).

Accordingly, E. cazorlanum mating system will determine seed output and the initial quality variation among siblings but inbreeding depression before the offspring reach reproductive stage will favor cross offspring establishment (Barrett, 2005; Medrano & al., 2005; Robertson & al., 2011) and, thus, maternal plants with reduced selfing, even if were able to produce less seeds, could get higher fitness in the long term and spread into the population. Additionally, the reduced reproductive output and germination rates here recorded could be associated to genetic load, owing to the reduced genetic variability and biparental inbreeding associated to small and spatially isolated populations (Richards, 2000). A partial self compatibility strategy may be particularly beneficial in small populations, unpredictable environments and during colonization processes (Levin, 1996), all features typical of marginal populations (e.g., Herlihy & Eckbert, 2005), but occurring also in habitat specialists. When small, isolated or poor quality habitat patches lead to small populations with low genetic variation (reviewed in Cole, 2003; but see Medrano & Herrera, 2008) and mates become limiting, SC individuals would be favored (Busch & Schoen, 2008). Alternatively, seed discounting and strong inbreeding depression will largely increase the relative fitness of SI individuals under resource limitation of seed production, expected to arise in poor dolomitic soils with unpredictable rainy seasons where E. cazorlanum populations occur (see above). Thus, if mating and resource limitations are variable among sites, years or both, partial self compatibility could be an evolutionary stable reproductive strategy (Harder & al., 2008).

Population and individually variable self-compatibility has been found in several endemic species as mentioned at Introduction. Such variable species can be good model systems to trace evolutionary pathways in mating systems also at intraspecific levels (e.g., Koelling & al., 2011). Classical greenhouse experiments become excellent for the detailed studies
of mating system and inbreeding depression at successive re-
productive stages required to initially understand the poten-
tial advantages and disadvantages of selfing in these species
whose extensive manipulation in the field may be problemat-
ic. From a conservation viewpoint, threats to narrow endem-
ic species could arise from their genetic background (Ell-
strand & Ellam, 1993; Angeloni & al., 2011), limited repro-
duction at biodiversity hotspots (Alonso & al., 2010) or a
combination of both factors throughout transitions in mating
system than could alleviate some of the risks. Further field
studies relating population size, realized mating system and
quantity and quality limitation of seed production are re-
quired to understand relevance of mating system for popula-
tion structure and conservation of endemic species.
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